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Abstract. In this paper, we demonstrate that the Adaptive Local Bi-
nary Pattern with oriented Standard deviation (ALBPS) method outper-
forms the original local binary pattern (LBP) as well as some of its most
recent variants: Adaptive Local Binary Pattern (ALBP), Complete Lo-
cal Binary Pattern (CLBP) and Local Binary Pattern Variance (LBPV).
All the descriptors have been tested using two different dataset, KTH-
TIPS 2a, a challenging multiclass dataset for material recognition and
a binary sperm dataset for vitality classification. Three variants of the
non parametric method of nearest neighbours combined with four metric
distances have been used in the retrieval step in order to draw a more de-
cisive conclusion. Best results were achieved when describing the images
with ALBPS in both datasets. In regard to the KTH-TIPS 2a, the best
performance is obtained using the weighted kNN with a 61.47% of hit
rate using ALBPS and Chi Square distance, outperforming the ALBP
in 1,07% and the original LBP in 6,76%. In relation to the binary sperm
dataset, the best result was obtained with ALBPS and a kNN classi-
fier (k=9), reaching a 72.66% of hit rate using the Chi Square metric,
outperforming the original LBP in 22,47% and the ALBP in 1,22%. In
the latter case, the weighted kNN did not improve the results achieved
using just kNN. Taking this results into account, we can determine that
ALBPS has more discriminant power for image retrieval than the rest of
the tested LBP variants in different image contexts.
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1 Introduction

Texture analysis and retrieval is a challenging open problem in the computer
vision field. For this reason, nowadays many different methods and algorithms are
being proposed in order to deal with it. It is considered an important task to solve
because multiple fields require texture analysis to classify images. For example,
there are a lot of tasks that can be automatized using texture analysis in fabric
environments. Behravan et al [1], proposed a hybrid scheme for on-line detection
and classification of textural fabric defects. Paniagua-Paniagua et al developed a
method to outperform the quality detection in the cork industry [2]. Another field
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of application is the sperm assessment such as in porcine industry. Few works
deal with making this process automatic. In general, computer-based systems
designed for semen analysis tasks should reliably segment the sperm heads [3],
extract the features that better describe them and classify those patterns in
order to estimate how many damaged spermatozoa are present in the sample. It
is possible to find a number of works using texture or shape analysis to classify
the spermatozoon heads as intact or damaged. Those approaches evaluate the
acrosome integrity in different ways, sometimes using complex descriptors such
as the Curvelet transform [4] and, other times, evaluating a broad range of
texture and based-moments descriptors [5]. However there are few works that
try to classify the vitality of boar sperm. In recent works, Alegre et al. [6,7]
obtained a hit rate of 76.80% using texture descriptors on images captured at
100×.

Retrieval step is as important as the description of the image. One of the
most widely used classifiers is k Nearest Neighbours (kNN). There are a lot
of works based on improvements of the classic kNN. In 2011, a multi-label text
categorization based on fuzzy similarity and k Nearest Neighbors was carried out
by Jung et al [8]. Moreover, metric distances are crucial components in matching
processes. Several distances have been used in the past years in order to get the
higher performance of the classifier. Weinberger et al. [9] proposed Mahanalobis
learned distance to simulate the Support vector machine behaviour using nearest
neighbours.

Recently, a lot of Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [10] variants have been pro-
posed in order to make this method adaptive as shown in the next relevant
approaches. In [11], Li et al introduced a new LBP method invariant to scale
and rotation using adaptive textons. Garćıa-Olalla et al [12] proposed a new LBP
method combining Adaptive Local Binary Pattern with the standard deviation
of the image along different orientations (ALBPS), achieving a 85.63% of hit
rate classifying the vitality of boar sperm. However, this method has just been
evaluated with Support Vector machines for a binary classification task, leaving
a gap about its performance in other kind of scenarios. Furthermore, no more
recent LBP variants were tested to describe the spermatozoa heads in order to
compare their results.

In this paper we demonstrate the robustness of ALBPS evaluating its per-
formance using two texture datasets with different goals against LBP and some
state-of-the-art LBP variants (ALBP, CLBP, LBPV). The first dataset, KTH-
tips 2a, is composed of images belonging to 11 classes for materials recognition
whereas the sperm dataset used in [12], is focused on a concrete binary classifi-
cation problem where classes are very close to each other. The good behaviour of
ALBPS using the parametric classifier SVM was showed in [12]. On the contrary,
in this work several modifications of the most acknowledged non parametric clas-
sifier, Nearest Neighbours, have been tested with several distance metrics.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2, the method used and
the retrieval system is described. Experiments and datasets are show in section
3 and finally, in section 4, conclusions are discussed.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Texture Description

Local Binary Pattern. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [13] is an algorithm used
to describe the texture of grayscale images extracting their local spatial struc-
ture. Given a pixel, a pattern code is computed by comparing this pixel with
the value of its neighbours:

LBPP,R =
P−1∑

p=0

s(gp − gc)2
p , s(x) =

{
1 if x ≥ 0
0 if x < 0

(1)

where gc is the value of the central pixel, gp is the value of its neighbour p, P
are the number of neighbours and R is the radius of the neighbourhood.

After LBP is obtained for each pixel, in this work, a histogram with just
P + 2 bins is built in order to describe the whole image instead of the typical
256 element histogram. This is due to the use of the uniform LBP which allows
just P + 2 values for the histogram.(see equation 2)

LBP riu2
P,R =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

P−1∑

p=0

s(gp − gc)2
p if U(LBPP,R) ≤ 2

P + 1 otherwise

(2)

where U(LBPP,R) is defined as the number of spatial transitions in the pattern.

Adaptive Local Binary Pattern. Guo et al. [14] proposed an adaptive de-
scriptor based on Local Binary Pattern motivated by the lack of information
about the orientation in the classical Local Binary Pattern algorithm. The
method that they presented takes into account the mean and the standard devia-
tion along different orientations over all the pixels in order to make the matching
more robust against local spatial structure changes. To minimize the variations
of the mean and standard deviation of the directional differences, Guo et al.
proposed a scheme to minimize the directional difference |gc − wp ∗ gp| adding
to equation 1 an extra parameter w.

The objective function is defined as follows:

wp = argw min

⎧
⎨

⎩

N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

|gc(i, j)− w · gp(i, j)|2
⎫
⎬

⎭ (3)

where wp is the weight element used to minimize the directional difference and
N and M are the number of rows and columns in the image respectively. Each
weight wp is estimated along one orientation 2pπ/P for the whole image.

Therefore, adding this extra parameter w, the ALBP method is defined as:

LBPP,R =
P−1∑

p=0

s(gp − wp · gc)2p , s(x) =

{
1 if x ≥ 0
0 if x < 0

(4)
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Adaptive Local Binary Pattern with Standard deviation (ALBPS).
The main disadvantage of the previous proposal is the need of including statisti-
cal information in the matching step. Adding this information to the descriptor
instead of to the classifier allows us to combine the ALBP approach with all
kind of classifiers. In [12], Garćıa-Olalla et al proposed a combination of ALBP
with standard deviation features called ALBPS. The standard deviation vector
σ is obtained using the equation 5.

σp =

√√√√
N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

(gc(i, j)− gp(i, j)− µp)
2/(M ·N) (5)

where N and M are the numbers of rows and columns respectively, gc(i, j) is the
center pixel at position (i, j), gp(i, j) is the neighbourhood of gc(i, j) lying along
orientation 2pπ/P with radius R and µp the oriented mean obtained by:

µp =
N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

|gc(i, j)− gp(i, j)|/(M ·N) (6)

ALBPS descriptor is formed by concatenating the P +2 bins histogram values
of the uniform LBP approach together with the P-dimensional standard devi-
ation vector, yielding a descriptor of 2P + 2 features being P the size of the
neighbourhood.

Local Binary Pattern Variance. LBPV [15], is a proposal by Guo et al which
consists of a combination of LBP and a contrast distribution method. First, the
uniform LBP is calculated on the whole image. Then, the variance of the image
is used as an adaptive weight to adjust the contribution of the LBP code in the
histogram calculation. The LBPV histogram is computed as:

LBPVP,R(k) =
N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

w(LBPP,R(i, j), k), k ∈ [0,K] (7)

where k is each bin of the histogram, K the maximum value of LBP and w is
defined as:

w(LBPP,R(i, j), k) =

{
V ARP,R(i, j), LBPP,R(i, j) = k
0 otherwise

(8)

where V ARP,R is the variance of the neighbourhood.

V ARP,R =
1

P

P−1∑

p=0

(gp − u)2 (9)

where u is the mean over the different neighbours: u = 1/P
P−1∑

p=0

gp.
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Completed Local Binary Pattern. In [16], Guo et al proposed another
method called CLBP to generalize and complete the classical LBP. In that
method, a local region is represented by its center pixel and a local difference
sign - magnitude transform called LDSMT. LDSMT decomposes the image lo-
cal structure into two complementary components: the difference signs and the
difference magnitudes. In order to code both components, they proposed two
operators, CLBP-Sign (CLBP S) and CLBP-Magnitude (CLBP M). Since all
of them are in binary format, they can be combined to form the final CLBP
histogram. CLBP S is equal to the classical LBP histogram defined in 1, and
CLBP M is defined in the equation 10.

CLBP MP,R =
P−1∑

p=0

t(mp, c)2
p , t(x, c) =

{
1 if x ≥ c
0 if x < c

(10)

where c is a threshold determined adaptively.
Finally, CLBP is obtained either concatenating or merging both operators.

In our case, we have chosen the concatenation due to its higher similarity with
ALBPS method.

2.2 Nearest Neighbours Variants

Appart from the standard kNN, two variants of the original kNN have been used
in this work, mean distance kNN and weighted kNN.

Mean Distance kNN. The main idea of this metric is to assign the query
sample to the class whose k nearest neighbours are closer to it. To do that, the
k nearest neighbours are selected obtaining the mean distance of each classes.
Finally, we assign the query sample to the class of the set with lower mean
distance.

Weighted kNN. In weighted kNN, each sample has a weight wp depending on
the query selected which is the difference between the farthest sample from the
query and the proper distance from the query sample. See equation 11.

wp = |dmax − dp| (11)

Each class is weighted adding the weight of each sample of the class. Finally, the
query sample belongs to the heaviest class.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

ALBPS has been evaluated using two different datasets. A binary and gray scale
sperm head dataset used to classify them as dead or alive and the multi class
KTH-tips 2a texture dataset for material recognition [17].
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KTH-tips 2a Dataset. This dataset is composed by several images for ma-
terial categorization [17]. It contains 11 materials (lettuce, brown bread, white
bread, aluminium, corduroy, cork, cotton, cracker, linen, wood and wool) with
a number of images for four different samples from each material. All the sam-
ples were taken at 3 poses, 4 different illumination conditions and 9 scales. All
this variations make a very challenging dataset. In figure 1(a), we can see some
examples of some textures under different conditions.

Boar Spermatozoa Dataset. This set of images has been captured in CEN-
TROTEC, an Artificial Insemination Center that is a University of Leon spin-
off. The sperm was obtained from boars of three different races: Piyorker, Large
White and Landrace. The dataset contains 351 dead and 450 alive spermatozoa
heads in gray scale.

A 3× 3 texture range filter had been applied on the whole dataset in order to
reduce the non-informative areas and therefore facilitate the subsequent dataset
description and classification. Figure 1(b) shows examples of dead and alive
spermatozoon heads.

Fig. 1. (a) Examples of the KTH-tips 2a dataset. In the first row, different images of
the aluminium texture. In the second, corduroy images and in the third, lettuce leaves
under different scales and illumination. (b) Sperm dataset. The first row shows dead
spermatozoon heads and the second row alive ones.

3.2 Experimental Setup

KTH-Tips 2a Dataset. The experimental setup used for the KTH-tips 2a
dataset is the standard protocol developed by Caputo et al and used in several
works [17,18]. Basically, it takes one of the samples of each material for test and
the rest for training, which conforms a more challenging setup than using random
images for test and training. In this work, we carried out four classifications
using this method to increase its robustness, one classification for each sample
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in the test class. The final hit rate is obtained as the mean of the hit rates in
each iteration. We show the comparison of the three k-NN approaches shown
previously (standard kNN, mean distance kNN and Weighted kNN).

Boar Spermatozoa Dataset. Again the three k-NN approaches have been
used to classify the spermatozoa images as dead or alive. We have used the one
versus all paradigm which consists of classifying each image taking into account
the rest of the images in the dataset. This process has been repeated using several
values of neighbours (1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11).

3.3 Multiclass Dataset Results

NN Variants Evaluation. Three different classifiers based on the Nearest
Neighbours method have been implemented in order to evaluate the different
LBPs descriptors proposed in this paper. Four distances have been selected due
to their good general behaviour: euclidean, intersect distance, Chi square and
Cityblock. In the figure 2 we can observe the mean performance along different
values of k of all the classifiers for each pair of LBP descriptor and distance. As
we can see, the best results are obtained using the Weighted kNN for all the test
except for the LBP-Chi square in which standard kNN performs better.

LBP Variants Performance with Weighted NN. Once we have deter-
mined the best classifier (Weighted KNN), a comparison between the proposed
ALBPS and the rest of LBP methods evaluated was carried out. In figure 3, we
can see the mean performance along different k values of the descriptors using
different distances and the weighted kNN classifier. It can be appreciated that
the proposed ALBPS outperforms all the others methods with all the distances
except in the euclidean experiment where ALBPS and ALBP get the same re-
sults. The best performance was obtained using Chi Square and ALBPS with a
60.23% of hit rate.

Best k Neighbour Value. As it has been proven, the best result was achieved
using Chi Square and ALBPS. However, this result is the mean value along
different numbers of neighbours. In figure 4, we can see the performance of
ALBPS for all the k values and all the distances evaluated. The results show
that the best distance remains the Chi square with a hit rate of 61.47% for k=1.

In table 1, we can see the results achieved using the weighted kNN method
for all the distances highlighting the best k for each method.

3.4 Binary Dataset Results

NN Variants Evaluation. The same Nearest Neighbours methods have been
also evaluated in order to classify the boar sperm heads as dead or alive. The
best descriptor of the multi class experiment (ALBP) was compared with the
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Fig. 2. Results achieved on the KTH-tips 2a dataset using different classifiers. The hit
rate value corresponds with the mean hit rate along different values of k (1, 3, 5, 7, 9,
11) for all the pairs Descriptor-Distance.

Fig. 3. Results achieved on the KTH-tips 2a dataset using different descriptors and the
weighted kNN classifier. The hit rate value corresponds with the mean hit rate along
different values of k (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) for each distance.

Fig. 4. Results achieved on the KTH-tips 2a dataset using weighted kNN and different
values of k and distances
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Table 1. Hit rate in % using weighted kNN with several distances on the KTH tips
2a dataset

Classifier method ALBPS ALBP LBP CLBP LBPV

kNN weighted

Euclidean 58.00 58.00 56.90 55.18 52.97
Intersect 60.50 60.06 56.88 58.31 51.47
ChiSquare 61.47 60.82 57.58 58.08 54.78
Cityblock 60.29 59.85 56.57 58.12 53.79

original LBP method and our ALBPS approach. In figure 5, we can observe the
performance of different configurations of ALBP and our ALBPS proposal using
three distances: Euclidean, Chisquare and Cityblock. In this experiment we have
excluded the Intersect distance due to its poor performance. As in the previous
section, the results show the mean performance along different values of k. As
we can see, in the binary classification problem, the weighted classifier does not
improve the original kNN whereas the kNN with mean distances obtains lower
performance in all cases. As the simple kNN has lower computational cost than
the weighted kNN, we selected the former one as the best classifier.

LBP Variants Performance with Weighted NN. The proposed ALBPS
method has been compared with the ALBPmethod and the original LBP in order
to determine its performance. In figure 6, we can see the results obtained by these
descriptors using kNN and different distance metrics. ALBPS outperforms the
others in all the experiments, achieving an improvement of 1.05% with respect
to ALBP and a 18,80% respect the original LBP method. This figure shows
that the Chi Square distance, as well as in the multi class dataset, proves to
outperform the rest.

Best k Neighbour Value. In order to determine the best configuration, In
figure 7 we show the performance of ALBPS for all the k values and all the
distances evaluated. Results show that the best distance remains the Chi square
with a hit rate of 72,66% for k=9.

In table 2, the results obtained using kNN with all the distances choosing the
best k for each descriptor are numerically presented.

Table 2. Hit rate in % using kNN on the sperm dataset

Classifier method ALBPS ALBP LBP

kNN
Euclidean 71.03 71.41 43.82
ChiSquare 72.66 71.79 59.30
Cityblock 72.16 71.54 43.80
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Fig. 5. Results achieved on the boar sperm dataset using different descriptors and the
simple kNN classifier. The hit rate value corresponds with the mean hit rate along
different values of k (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) using different distances.

Fig. 6. Results achieved on the boar sperm dataset using ALBP, ALBPS and the
original LBP. The hit rate value corresponds with the mean hit rate along different
values of k (1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) for all the pairs Descriptor-Distance.

Fig. 7. Results achieved on the boar sperm dataset using kNN with different k values
and distances
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4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated that the method ALBPS[12] outperforms
recent LBP descriptors variants, such as ALBP, CLBP and LBPV as well as the
classical LBP method for several kNN-based methods with multiple distances on
two datasets: the multi class KTH-tips 2a dataset for material recognition and
a binary dataset for vitality sperm classification. With regard to the multi class
dataset, the results show that the best descriptor was ALBPS using a weighted
kNN and the ChiSquare distance achieving a 61.47% of hit rate. Moreover, for the
binary dataset, ALBPS proved to outperform the rest of the methods reaching
a hit rate of 72.66%. However in the latter dataset, the weighted kNN does
not show any improvement with respect to the standard kNN, being the simple
kNN method with k=9 and ChiSquare distance the best classifier. Taking into
account all the results obtained, we can conclude that adding standard deviation
information to the feature descriptor, as proposed with ALBPS, the accuracy was
incremented on both datasets with all combinations of evaluated non parametric
classifiers and metrics. These results, together with the results showed in Garćıa-
Olalla et al work [12] using SVM, give a positive insight on the use of ALBPS
in different scenarios.
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